Regulation of Thermostable Direct Hemolysin and Biofilm Formation of Vibrio parahaemolyticus by Quorum-Sensing Genes luxM and luxS.
Vibrio parahaemolyticus is a seafood opportunistic pathogen. There are evidences suggesting that virulence skills, including hemolytic activity and biofilm formation, are regulated by the luxM/luxS-dependent quorum-sensing system in V. parahaemolyticus, and their regulatory mechanism is not well understood. To better understand the virulence regulatory mechanism of V. parahaemolyticus, the luxM deletion (△luxM) and luxS deletion (△luxS) mutants were constructed and their impacts on growth, hemolysin activity, and biofilm were investigated. Results show that both luxM and luxS are involved in the adaptation to environmental conditions in early adaptive-log phase growth of V. parahaemolyticus. Thermostable direct hemolysin gene (tdh) was negatively regulated by luxM and positively regulated by luxS. The biofilm formation was negatively regulated by both luxS and luxM. This study provides an insight into some aspects of V. parahaemolyticus virulence regulation by luxM/luxS-dependent quorum-sensing system.